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BOOMA WHITE
BOOMA BLUE
BOOMA PINK
BOOMA GREEN
BOOM SPRAY FOAM MARKERS
MATERIAL & FUNCTION
BOOMA WHITE, BOOMA PINK and BOOMA BLUE are concentrated detergent solutions
designed to be used as long lasting foam blob markers during boom spray operations.
USES
BOOMA WHITE has no added colour and is useful in daytime where a white foam is
preferred.
BOOMA BLUE has a blue colour which is often more distinctive than pink to red –green
colour blind people. BOOMA BLUE also contains a fluorescent material that enhances
visibility during the night.
BOOMA PINK has a distinctive pink colour that is easily seen against a broad range of
backgrounds. BOOMA PINK also contains a fluorescent material that enhances visibility
during the night.
APPLICATION
For BROADACRE spraying, dilute 1 part of the boom spray foam marker with 100 parts of
water. Under hot conditions (excess of 34oC), one part of the boom spray foam marker should be
diluted with 50 parts of water. It is best to use rainwater. Hard water or rust contaminated water will
reduce the degree of foaming.

STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Store in the closed, original container in a well-ventilated area. Do not store for long periods in direct
sunlight. DO NOT reuse container. Triple or preferably pressure rinse, empty container into spray
tank. DO NOT dispose of undiluted chemical on site. Return clean container to recycle or point of
supply.
PROTECTION OF WILDLIFE, FISH, CRUSTACEA AND ENVIRONMENT:
Do not contaminate streams, rivers or waterways with the chemical or used containers.

GENERAL DATA
Not classified as a dangerous good for purposes of transport or storage.
PACKAGING
20 Litre & 200 Litre containers

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CUSTOMER
Since the use of this product is beyond the control of either seller or manufacturer, their only obligation

shall be to replace any quantity of product, which is proven defective. They cannot assume any risk or
liability in excess of the purchase price of the product itself, which does not include labour or any
consequential damages resulting from the use of this product. Determining the suitability of this product
for any intended use shall be solely the responsibility of the user. ALWAYS TEST FIRST.

